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Abs甘'act

Th丘s article dis叩sses the survival of Malacca Creole Portuguese from 也e l6'h to the
20m centuries , focusing on present endangerment. It first identifies key
sociohistorical factors leading to linguistic continuity in the early centuries and
desctibes the central domains facilitating the maintenance of a Kri stang-speaking
community untiJ 血cently. lt then discusses 也ea世祖onof Kris祖ng in the20'也C， and
considers recent surveys on language use by 也eK玄is臼ngcommum句; noting that
existing legislation regarding this minority could, in 也eo旬" protect the language
Subsequently, "it conside:血 certa血 lii:tguistic reflexes of a加1位ona立ds區丑血Kristang，
回 the ]e:且 con and s佐ucture， under pressure fro血 Malay 肛ld English. The paper
concludes by evalua恤g prospects for revitalization 祖d 血 ainten祖ce of Kri s個ng
Key words: Kristang, Malacca Creole Portuguese , language endangerment,
language mainten祖ce

Resumo
Este artigo 個扭曲 sobrevivencia do crioulo portugu卓s de Malaca dende 0 século
XVI Ó XX, cen紅ándose na situación actual de perigo de desaparic泊n. pri血erro，
identificanse os factores sociohistóricos clave que permi世Ion a continuidade
lingüística nos séculos precedentes e describense os dom.inios centráis que
facilitaron 0 血扭扭mento da comunidade falante de kris阻ng a祖 hai ben pouco. A
seguir, exponse a decadencia do kris個ng no século XX e consid是ranse os infonnes
recentes sobre 0 USÖ da lingua na co血unidade krist祖皂， tendo en conta que a
lexisl凹的n existente sob:自由個 minoria poderia, teoricamen1扭:， protexer a lingua. A
contmuacl恤， considéranse cer臨 indicios lingüísticos de perda e cambio en
kristang, no léxico e 血ais na estru旭ra， baixo a presión do malaio e do inglés. 0
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ALAN N. BAXTER

KruSTANGφWAcCAC阻 :)LEPO茲別GUESE) -A LONG門可ME SURVIVOR SER10USLY ENDANGERED

缸tigo conclúe avali扭曲曲 perspectivas de 間cuperacl個 e mantemento do kristang
Key words: kristang, crio叫o portugués de Malaca, linguas en perigo , mantemento

The Portuguese contro l1ed Malacca from 1511 until 1641 , when it was
conquered by the Dutch. 3 Thirty s血 ye虹s later, 由e 'Po世uguese' s討11 consti昀訂恤自t扭ed the
strongest et由h且血1也c group. A 1678 census li旭st扭s 1,469
bl&
缸cks"， ow血ng 551 slaves (Bort, 1927[1678]: 39-44)4 These very likely groups
very likely spoke ‘Portuguese心 and Creole Portuguese. 6 Today's Malacca Creole
Portuguese are their descendents

ling垃is位co

I.Introduction
Kris個ng， orPapi直Kri stan色的 spoken by a small community in the Hilir suburb
of Malacca, West Malaysia, and by their descendents elsewhere in Malaysia and in
Singapore. It is 也.e last v旺iety of the East and South East Asian creole Portuguese
still being acquired by children (B阻ter， 198日， 1996; Hohu, 1988)
A language whose roots lie in Portuguese colonial expansion of the 16的C，
Kris個ngh品 survived over the centuries in a community wi血 strongαLÙ祖阻1 個ditions
and a notable capacity to 晶S 扭過a把 outsid巳.fs. In the past，也e Kris阻ngcomm凹lity h盟
displayed remarkable ad叩扭扭 lity and resilience in 也e face of history. However, rapid
socioeconomic change of the secood half of 也e 20thC, coupled with na'扭扭I
demographic change, has placed increasing pressure on the la且guage. Even a
conserv組.ve appraisal must conclude 曲 át Krist祖:g has reached a significant crossroads
This paper discusses aspects of the maintenance of Kristang until tOday, and its
prospects for survival. Three broad topics are considered. First紗; it considers some
key aspec臼 of the genesis and maintenance of Kri stang until the early 20 th C.
Secondly, it discusses social factors contributing bo由 to maintenance and a甜甜00 III
也e 20也C， and describes _certain linguistic reflexes of attritîon. F曲ally， it discusses
the prospects for tna Ïntenance and revitalization of Kris祖ng

2. Thege巫師is ofMala四 a Creole Porn喀uese
The origins of Malacca Creole Portuguese lie in the strategies that the
Portuguese adopted to cope with a critical manpower problem in 也eir A血 an
colonies. The European Portuguese were always a small minority in their colonies
and they drew heavi1y 叩 local peoples , free and enslaved，旭 maritime 仕吋 e and
mi姐姐 ry endeavors. Missionary activities created local Christián pÖþulations of
Portuguese c旭ltural and linguistic orientation. Howe郁er，血ost importa耐， in terms
of social cohesion a圍d contröl, vi 晶晶 e creation of a casado class (Euròpean
Portuguese officially married 阻 local women) , which produced stable bi- and
multi-1i ngual mestiço populations loyal to Portuga1. 1 1n such Asiari .settings
creole Portuguese arose. 2
1 The casados constituted an 0叮ïcial group with rights to a range of privileges,
according to a policy introduced by Alfonso de Albuquerque. the first governor of
PO前uguese Ind阻

2B扭扭 ο996: 29~-301)
科C峙。，le]月。而19uese

discusses the sociolinguistic detailsJeading.扭曲e fOl1TI甜onof
in such settings
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3. Factors aiding survival from the seventeenth to the twentieth centuries
Among the motives for Kristang's survival into the 20 thC, two interrelated
factors are salient. One is linguîstic reinforcement, through a dyn缸nic association of
re1igion, language and ethnic group，阻d 也rough missionaτy education. A second
factor is the development of a common socioeconomic base in the core commun旬，
a charac扭:ristic which pe扭扭扭d into the 20thC
3.1. Roman Catholicism and the Portuguese language
A bond between the 'Portuguese' Ianguage and Roman Catholicism was a
funda血間組1 factor in the survival of Krist曲，g7 after the Portuguese period，由rough

the. Dutch and British periods. 8 This connection developed through the
via the Portuguese language. The potential of religion

呻 resen凶 ion ofCa血olicism

3 Baxter (1988: 3-7) discusses the sociolinguistic deroo耳目，phy of Malacca in 也e
Portug1扭扭曲d Dutch periods
4 The other e也nic groups listed by Bort were: 733 Dutch (+394 slaves) , 588 Malays
(+180 slaves), 214 Moo目 (+214 slaves) and426 Cbinese (+237 slav.臼)
'5 The tenn 已Portuguese' is used to 目P且sent a continuum ofLl and L2 varieties, some
approxiroating m吋opo1i級nPo由llguese and others approxiro甜ng a Creole 可rstern
6τbe streng血。f 'Portuguese' language use in 也is early stage of 也e Dutch period ís
evídenced by the fact 血 atPo:由扭扭扭 COI祖巫師d to be a lingua franca ofMalacca，阻dw自
e問n 田edby 也，e Dutch Refonned Church (扭曲ò'a. 1983: 19月 By 1678, however, it may
be assu血ed that the presence of Ll Portuguese approxi血 ating to a European model
would have been insignificant 阻 a 祖rget for a，叫世sitionτbroughout 也e con由mUtn of
'Portuguese' there would have been varying degrees of in:fIuence from local 'Portugue間，
凹put， and from 0血erl血gua呂es such as Malay and Hokki阻
7Iu扭扭扭曲‘Kris恤耳'to 間fer to Malacca Crl叩le Portuguese throughout this period
8 The relevant dates of these respectiv~ periods are: Portuguese: 1511- 1'641; Dutch:
1642-1795 ， 1818-1 日 23; British: 1795-1818, 1823-1957; Malaysia: 1957-present
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as a key factor facilitating language 血aintenanc_e in adverse contexts has been noted
by Dorian (1998: 16)
Today, one of the clearest manifestations of the bond between language and
religion in Kristang culture is 也 e Irmang di G;阿~za ‘ brothers of the Church' , a
confraternity founded by the Dominicans in the 17 thC. A significant domain of
Kristang language until recen t1y, the Irmang di Greza played a key role in
maintaining Catholicism for the 'Portuguese' population during the periods of
prohibition under 臨 Dutch (Teixe凹， 1963: ch'xI). Simu1個neou旬，出 s bond was
maintained through Portuguese-sþeakiIig priests, inter宜rittently p自 sent m 也e late
1?'hc and permanent after 1710，也rough 也e Portuguese Mission.
Roman Catholicis血， represented by Portuguese-speaking priests of Macanese,
Goanese a早d Portuguese origiIl S, ev泊ent1y provided a s甘ong cultural focus
facilitatìng the maintenance of Kr istang. The traditional name of the language
underlines this dynamic sincretism. Derived from the Portuguese word Cristão
'Christian' , Kr istang signifies (Creole) Portugue峙， C趾isti扭扭ligion and Creole
e由血Cl可

The Catholic Church also provided linguistic reinforcement 血IOugh pastoral
and 1血rgical use of ‘Portuguese' , and par包 ally， through education. While there is no
direct evidence of the use of C血。 le Portuguese in 由e church domain by Portuguese
priests m 也e Dutch period, I s叮mise it to have been use d, together with a variety
based on metropolitan Portuguese. Many priests were trained in 也_e seminaries of
Goa and Macau, and had exposure to Asian varieties of Creole Portuguese
Elderly Kri st血gs in 1980-83 reported that the pri凹的 prior to the 8econd World
W缸" resident in Malacca since the 19th C, were t1 uent speakers of ‘Kri stang'. Jn my
observations of communication between post-war priests and Creoles the pri自ts
used a regis個 of Kristang heavily int1uenced by metropolitan Portuguese. It may be
assumed that both the pre- 阻d-post-war circumstances shed some light, on the
language used by priests 且也e 19也c. Certainly, late in 也e 19thC, some liturgical
materials were prepared in ‘ Creole Portuguese' (p .c. Fr. Manuel Teixe叮a， 1982;
Baxter, 1996: 308). One such document (Anon. , 1829), strongly influenced by
me仕opolitan Portuguese, resembles texts used by the Portuguese Mission until the
Second World War (see Rêgo , 1998[1942]).9

KRISTANG 加1ALACCA C肥。自 POR叩的目吋 -A LONG叮叮ME SURVIVOR SE也叩 S凹 ENDANGERED

‘ Por個gue間'. In the early 19th C some schools were organ日 ed by the Portuguese
Mission (B缸扭r， 1988: 9).10 Subsequently, the London Missionary 80目前y ran

Portuguese language schools w扭曲， between 1832 and 1834, had an average of 120
students (B axter, 1996: 308). Simultaneously, the Malacca Free School, as of 1826,
also taught Portuguese (Baxter, 1988: 12). Chi1 dren were initially segregated
according to their language group. Initial instruction of the Portu甚uese children was
conducted in “血 eirownlang田軒" (The Eleventh R句。此， 1836)
La祖r， at the end ofthe 191hc, a boys' school and agirls' school were again run by
the Portuguese Mission， 11 也e latter school was later administered by the Cannossîan
nuns (B缸 ter， 1988: 12). Indi自ct evidence, based on records of the schools 祖d
testimonies of elder1y speake扭扭的切， suggests 吐mt these Mission schools taught
Portugu閏 e， and that the girls school was partly s旭ffed by Portuguese 叩 eaking nuns
企'omMacau 扭扭肘" 1988: 12_13)12
The London Missionary Society used bo由 in Portuguese and C自由 PO此uguese
the 1甜er bei時間ferred to as “ 1ndo-Portuguese" (B且尉" 1996: 308)13 Creole
Portuguese materials were printed at the Malacca Mission (ib社)祖d 也ree of its
schools operating 血 1831 are referred to 血Indo-Portuguese schools. The Society
W晶 sensitive 扭曲ena扭扭 of Malacca Creole Portuguese. One missionary observed
that the “ 'Malacca Portuguese do not speak the Madras lndo-Portuguese -It is 由 at of
Ceylon which approaches nearest to our [emphasis in original] local dialect"
(G缸h嗯， 1830 apud. Bax尉; 1996: 308)
At today's distance 泣的 difficult 扭扭扭扭曲e 配tent to which education m可 have
時間forced Kris祖唔，叫 a timewhen 也e prime aim was to impart English (B缸肘; 1988
9且 10). Jn the early 19'"C, these schools may have had gr祖祖 d ‘ Portuguese' a degree of
legitimácy 血dTI目ogm包on in 也，e wider community, alongside other locaI 1祖19uages
The use of ‘ Portuguese' in education may also have given Kri stang sorhe lexical
reinforcement; a1也凹的 this is difficu1t to 晶晶晶 since there are no attestations of
Kris個ng priorto the 1890s.14
,

Church domain iri the 19thC there may have been some degree of 'digloss胞，
in thé 'Creole communi旬" as ，tlie 間cords of 由e governing body of 也，e St Peter's Church
for 由e 19th C are written aI並6st exhisively in Portuguese 扭扭扭r， 1988: 12)

10 It is unclear from available documentation whether any schools were run by the
18thC
11 ~ost likely these schools had been în continuous existence sînce the beginning of the
19也C. However, doα血len旭tion of由e1祖ssion Schools for the period is incomple扭
12 Jn也e pre-war period，血，e Canossi祖 Conv，祖~ called 也e<Po由Jguese' conve且tbyelderly
speakers 詛 1980， ran a boarding school for girls and a1so a general day school, referred to
扭曲e skola m目'ang. Infonnants 阻port吋由at some parents preferred not to send their
chi1dr四 to these schools for fear they 、iVould not learn English
13 Indo-Portuguese is the blanket-term used by 由e missionaries to refer to 'Creole
Poquguese' in South and Sou血 EastAsia
14 There is some îndîrect eviden臼 to suggest that 也is may have been the case._ Firstly，也e
fact that 血e löcal governing body ofthe Portuguese Mission church compiledltsTecords
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3.1.1. The teaching of Por個guese and Creole Portuguese
Fur也er linguistic 阻inforcement

roay have come from 也e use ofPortuguese and

C目ole Portuguese in sthools in the 19th C Three 可pes of schools gave classes in
9 羽店也扭曲e

PO此uguese Mission during 血e
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KR!STANG (MALACCA CREOLE PORTUGUESE) ~A LONG~T!ME SURVIVOR SERIOUSLY ENDANGERED

Overal間，也e relationship between Roman Catholicism and 血embe回 hip of 也e
Creole group seems to have been the prime contributor to the surviva1 of Kristang
unt自由e 20mc. However. there is another very significant factor: 也e conjugation of
Kri stang population size 祖d socioeconomic sta個S

3.2. Demographic facts and socioeconomic status
h 吐le Dutch Malacca of 1678, the 'Portuguese' were 也e 1缸gest e由nic group,
and owned more slaves' than did the Dutch (Baxter, 1988ι7). Evidently 也由e
'Po吋ugu自e' stil1 had a reasonably high socioeconomic position. Streng血。fnumbers
and socioeconomic status would have aided 1凹，guage maintenance at this stage. 15
However, by the beginning of the 19th C- the status of the Creoles had been
inverted, and t1扭扭 were signs of c1ustering of residential location. An 1827 census
血:ports 2,289 Creoles , mainly impoverished fishing fam i1ies in Banda Hilir. They are
described as a separate ethnic group of “ biggotted Roman Catholics (...)肥皂:ul盯Iy
~upplied with Priests (...) by the two colleges at Goa and Macao", and speaking “ a
language peculiar to themseIves (...) Creole Portugueze [sic]" (Dickinson, 1941:
260-61). By then, the role ofthe fishing fam i1ies'as a principal domain ofCreole
Portuguese seems firmly es 個.blished. 16 Fishing continued as a principal Creole
economic activity until the mid_20 thC , Indee d., the topic of fishing is central in
Kristang oral traditions
Later in the 19thC, bo吐1 the size of the Kristang population 血 Ma1acca 胡.d their
socioeconomic status underwent further change, The impact of education, the 叩Iread

in Portuguese 咀lroughout the 19th C imp1ies that some locals had a knowledge -ùf
Portugu臼 e approximating to the Metropolitan v缸ie你 Secondly， so血e of the oldest
speake凹 in'terviewed in 1980 repo巾 d having leamed countin噩， the 曲LyS of the week,
names of the months , catechism, and some prayers in Portuguese at the ‘ Portu♂lese'
convent school 祖d at 血es扭扭 masang. Some such old叮 speakers had an awareness of
‘ correc旭ess' of gender pairs of human nouns, and of 也.e femînine subject pronoun ela
‘ she\ 芯e consistent Kris阻g pronunciation [v] in the word novi ‘nÎne' , wh扭曲e sound
lsve可 rare 血也e language, having generally be扭扭'placed by [呵， cou1d also point 扭曲e
influence of education in PO間uguese
15 The. cu1tural s扭扭s of the creoles , and the bond between religion and language, has
over the centuries fac i1itated a 甜'ong assimilation dynamic în cases of interr程前nage
τhus， the creoles have assimilated not only other Eurasian elements, of Dutch and
E時lish ori阱， but 訕。 (and even in rec間ttim吋 have a田imilat吋 Chinese， Indian 祖d
ev，叩 occasional Malay elements
16 The community has been associated with fishing at least since the end of 也e
po.rtuguese p 巳riod. In由e first Dutch report compi1ed a面前 the fall of Portuguese:
Malacca，血ference is made to the Portuguese “ black fishennen" 扭扭恤" 1988: 6)
,
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of English, and employment opportunities elsewhere 旭 the colony, led to an exodus
of Kristangs to areas of growth such as Singapore, Kuala Lumpur and Penang. An
English speaki1ig Kri stilng middle class flourished. The core Kri stang-speaking
community in Malacca, however, while gradually acquiring Eng1ish , maintained
much of its characteristics of the early 19thC.
4. Factors in the survival and attrition of Kristalig in the 20thC
The 伽e of Kr istang in 也 e 20th C has been determined by a' set of partial1y
opposmg 血d partial1y complementary factors. On the one han d, there is some
historical continuity in the relationship b臨時扭曲e Catholic Church and the
commum泓 and the socio1inguistic role of religion. Simultaneously, until the early
post-w.缸 perio d，也ere IS con由lUity in the role of fishing as a cultural socioeconomic
activity and a domain of Kri stang. However, ch祖ging demographic and
socioeconomic conditions have placed the la且guage under incre自且g endangennent
4.1. The cr可eation of Padri sa Chang
s 19
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ya and Trankera, and some from the Praya Lane area, were resettled in
Hi1ir, on the coas,t sou血。f the tOWll. The resettlement, to a location a'句 acent to two
trad血ona1 nuc1 eii of Creole 自siden間， Band，α Kanu and Banda Praya σ且ya Lane) ,
created a large Kristang speech com且 uru旬" with a concentration of low-income
familîes devoted to fishing. Within the 28 acres of 血e Portuguese Settleme剖， or
Padri sa Chang ‘ the priest's land'17, only Kr:istangs resided. In the late 1960s 也is
community displayed strong inward focusing in k扭 ship 血d frien也hip relations , a
high degree .of intramarriage, and a high proportion of extended fami 1ies with
elderly Kristang speakers present (Ch曲， 1969) 前lese tendencies were still partially
in 1980 (B扭扭; 1988: 12)

4.1.1. Kr istang pop世 ation and speaker numbers today
Padri sa Chang has been the subject of a number of linguistic and
soci.oeconomic studies since the 1960s, and estimates of speaker nu血hers in
Malacca are usu.al1y based on this work. However, no surveys have yet heen
conducted which direct1y address the complicated issue of speaker numbers. An'y
17τbe naine reflects 血e fact 血at it was a priest who org阻ized 由e resettlement project

It also is a fur曲直 站立linder of 也e association of the Kris祖ngs W1血 the Catholic Church
Ironically, the cleric in question was not Portuguese, but French

一一一斗一一…一一一
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perspective on changes in speaker numbers since the 1980s can only be b.~ed on
~stU;ates made by fi~ldworkers and by the Padri sa Chang governing panel. 18
In 1979 , The Portuguese Settlement had a population of 1, 100 (Sta Maria ,
1979)‘ During my fieldwork in 1980-3, the following observations were made: 60%
of 血的 population were estimated to be fluent active speakers, and most people over
20 yrs of age (roughly 45% of the total population) , yet only a third of those of
speaking age below 20 , were speakers of Kristang. Moreover, there were Kri stangs
間sident in other areas, such as Bunga Raya , Praya Lane and Banda Kanu. However,
for these , no information was available about speaker numbers or the extent of
transmission of Kristang
In 199 1. there 、Nere 2‘ 157 Eurasians in Malacca state (National Census Report,
1991), and it is reasonabÍe to assume that most were Portuguese Eurasians .1 9 In
2001 , the total number of 血sidents of Padri sa Chang w;自由ti血ated at 1, 000 , by 也e
conununity leaders. In 阻ality， the total population of 也IS com血田J..ity may be lower
than 1 月。。可 Lee (p .c. , December 2002; 2004) , ex回polating from her recent survey
of85/118 households (72% ofthe population, i.e. 470 people: 130 ofO-12yrs, 132 of
13必yrs， 121 of 31-50y間，血ld 87 of 5 l+yrs) 由tim前臼 a to個1 population of 750
people. 20 What is s仕iking about 也已扭扭扭叮'es is that they show the population of
Pad，門 sa Chang to be qui阻‘ young'
How many of these Kr istangs are fluent speakers? Lee (p .c. , December 2002;
2004) has conducted a selιreport survey on bestlfluent speakers in these 85
households , and has found that 96 .4% of fluent speake阻 fall in the 3 l+yrs age
group , with 77.6% în the 40+yrs age group. Extrapolating from Lee's population
figures and bestlfluent speaker report, it is clear that the number of flu間t speakers
today must lie between a half and one third of 由e overall population of Padri sa
Cha/臂， and they are mainly over 40yrs of age.

18 Grimes (2000: 550-51) reports 5, 000 speakers in Malaysia, and 5, 000 or more in
Malaysia and Singapore. While 泣的加e that there are spe站e凹 of Kr istang in other
cities of Malaysia，阻d 由帥的 a community in Singapo凹， it is uncIear on what criteria
the Ethnologue figures are based. Considering the comments in Baxter (1996: 309) ,
these figures seem excessive
19 The fact 由at Portuguese E回回時間， in spite ofbeing the huge majori可 ofEurasians in
Malays姐， are not clearly identified by the census is a 自由ection of 血.e low s阻.tus ofthe
Kri stangs at 血e macro-community level
20 The 閏恤咖 given by 也e Re'甜的 F胡el and by Lee 扭咀 much c10ser to reali可
由叩 the figure of 3,000 proposed 1學 Ma'alip (2001) who also estirr叫間也at 由ere 缸e
arro也 er 1,200 speakers 且 the surrounding aτ'ea of Padri sa Chang. This latter figure
seems 目therhigh

意
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4.2. The domain of religion since the Second World War
In the 1田t half century, changes in the presence of the Portuguese l\扭曲的n have
had negative consequences for 血elanguage
Both pre-war priests of the Portuguese Mission were executed during the
Japanese occupation, and 也e new breed of priests arriving after 也e Second World
War appe缸 to have been less sensitive to the Kristang language and culture than
也e虹 predecessorsτñeir întroduction of regiona1 Portuguese music and dance to 也e
com血回吐句" in the early 1950s, is a notable example of the infl.uence of Salazarian
cultural 世eology. Th e Kr istang community had a rich musical and song tradition
(Rêgo , 1998[1942]) , deriving from general Asian Creole Portuguese culture in
sincretism wi也 Malay and Baba M a1ay traditions. Still vital in the late 1970s, but
mainly represented by. elderly Kristai1gs , this tradition has been replaced by the
Europe祖 Portuguese songs 血dd扭扭s introduced by tl時 Portuguese priests.21
Change in the demography of the Ca也olic congregation of the Portuguese
h眉目的nh血血ade 也e Kri stangs a minority at St Peter's Church. Since the Second
WorldW，缸" the congregation h自 swelled with Chinese 阻d Indian parishioners (p .c.
Fr. Manoel Pinta曲， 1983). This change has been so strong that even 也e
con企-aternity of the Irmang di G.們-eza h品自由ntly weakened as a domain of Kri stang
However, post-îndependence politics set in place circumstances which ,
înevitably, would eventuaUy eliminate the role of PO凹uguese-spea垣ng priests and
considera.bly weak:en the role of the Portuguese 1-咀 ssion as a focus of C血。le cultu且
In the wake of independence, res住 ictions were graduaUy imposed regarding the
entry ofPortu伊ese (and 0也.er foreign) priests 扭扭 Malaysia
In the mi丑-1990s，也e last Portuguese superior of the Portuguese Mission,
Fr Manoel Pintado , retired and his Goanese subordinate was posted to
Singapore. The Portuguese Mission was then placed under the jurisdiction of
St. Xavier's Church , traditionally known as ‘ the French Mission' , whose
pn間ts neither speak Portuguese nor Kri stang. Thus , the symbo1i尪
c link
between the Kris前ta
叩
ng 叩
c OII
血血
1立z血血
n血u血
血1句句T and the Ca
E
剖.th
主油叫
oli記
c Church 血
a s.r
間
epre
臼sente
“
d
t趾
世r叩
h
叩
o
ug
拉
hPor巾
t缸u
嘲
旭19
伊
間e臼se軒.speaking priests was finally broken. 22
u

21 Ano血er rich oral tradition, that of story te1ling. also derived from general Asian
Creole PO巾耳lese 阻d Malay origins, h.甜 also died out in the last twenty ye缸S
且This seems ql山te pOl扭曲.t when one 咽siders 由at survey by N阻自 (1996)， in the
Padri sa Chang community reports 55% of 自spondents in favour of the revival of
時ligious celebrations in K丘s個且耳， as a factor aiding 血 ep自由rva吐onof 由elanguage
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4.3. The rise of English
The sh的 towards English as the language most widely spoken by Kristangs
began in the mid 19thC as Kristangs sought ernployrnent in clerical and auxiÚary
positions in British colonial socie~比 By the early 20thc , thanks to the growing
netviork_ ~f schools in Malacca (Harrison, 1983), English was spreading among the
creoles.23 This fact , coupled wi世1 growing employrnent opport阻lÎties in elsewhere,
led to a constant drain on the Malacca Kri stang cornmuni旬" and the demise of
fishing as a 臼'eole activity (B扭扭r， 1988: 9-10). English was a prestige 1叩.guage， a
key to employment, K.ristang was not
An important consequence of this process was 也e growth of an Englishdorninant Kristang middle class in urban centres, which gradually shifted to English
This had significant repercussions for the core Kr istang-spealdng cornmunity in
Malacca. The middle-class Kristangs viewed the traditional Malacca Kristangspea隘 ngcomm研討句血 low prestige. Doubtless such sentÎments weighed heavily on
由e core cornmuruty 垣 Malac間， facilitating a b自ákdown in transrnîssion ofK血個時
With the ind巳:pendence of Malays阻， Malay became the official language- and
replaced English 晶晶e main Ianguage of education (Gauda肘， 1987: 533)
Never由eless ， al也ough 也_e Kristangs have been educated in Malay since the early
1970s, Eng1ish has not been displaced. During fieldwork among the Malacca
Kr istangs in 也e 198仇，也 e prestige of English was readily app缸ent. In_m阻y
families of higher socioeconomic status , Eng1ish was the home language and
Kri stang was not being transmitted unless elder1y Kr istang-speaking relatives
resided in the -same house. Furtherrno間， regardless of the socioeconornic s祖叫 s of
the fami紗" English, and not Malay, was the language to which Kristangs normally
hadexposu間 through the med旭
In intervîews during 1980-1 , the attitudes of residents of Padri sa Chang
towards Kristang and towards English o:ften reflected the high prestige of English
and the low pres包ge of Kristang. Direct evidence of the failure to transrnit Kristang
was common. The following cornments from an elder1y Kristang-dominant
gra扭曲no由er conceming her grandchildr聞自flect this

23 Never也eless， in 由err 個ditio田1 roles in poor叮 fishîng far世lies， 5'叮ne women were still
not acquiring English even at the begin血ng of 曲e 20th(:. Three of my oldest female
infonnaílts in 1980, from very 個ditio田1 backgrounds, c1aimed 臼 know so li叫e English
曲目也ey could only communicate with 由eir grlITldchll世間 in Krist個星

1. Yo /0
papiá neta
netu,
papiá Kristang. Mas, papiá
Is FUT speak granddaughter
grandson speak Kristang. But, speak
Kristang %tu ngka mutu chadu /a (...)
kauzu
%tu sa
lcris岫g
3pl
NEG v叮 clever EMPH (...) because 3pl
GEN
mai
pai
tudu ke
papiá
ingr自治
papiá kristang
rnother
fa也er
a11
want speak
English. Is
speak Kristang
010的
membe
ke.月間~sposta
ingres.
3pl
sorne浩田es
want reply
English
[1 speak to r可

grandchildr祖血Kris t羽壇 But

they a扭曲 t very c1ever at speaking
to speak English. 1 sp祉Kris岫 g
to them; some回les they want to reply in English]
Krist呵! (一) because 也凹 parerr臼 bo也 W胡t

In other cases , paren但 had transrnitted Kristang ear1y in the informant's life
only to change to an aImost exclusive use of English when the informant attended
schoo l. Both attitudes we目 conunonm 也e interviews conducted in 1980-81. 24
4.4. Socio恥。 nomic change
In由el曲t 血reede扭曲s，血dical chang目。 ccurred in 也e soci血肉∞nornic pro ft1 e of

Pad吋 sa

Chang, a1l ofwhich have serious implicatio血 for 也e 間由aI ofthe Kri血ng
language. While Kristangs sti11 migrate for work, the間 is a trend towards local
employrnent. lndus仕ial growth around -Malacca aIid 姐也e touri血1 血d hosp血lity
indus 甘y is significant白 For younger Kri s是 angs from low-income farnilies , this h曲
扭曲目 a greater 扭扭扭ction wi血 people 個臨de the Kri風血.g cornmu血你 Sir世larly，
since the 1臨 1970s， there has been a grow也 ofres恥rant businesses wi由詛 Pad.吋 m
C油田哼， which has provided work for young Kris 岫研制品so has brought a constant
flow of outsid帥，加 unsts 血d locals，凹的 the co血munr早 τbese loca1 developm扭扭
have led to a s苟且ificant impr凹'ernent 姐也e socioeconornic level of Pa，出i sa α叫g
and also to far g 間仰自{posure 個 English and MaI可也血 p田吐。血跡
However, by 街也e 血ost si伊ific甜甜的企t socioeconom.ic changes came about
as the 自sult of an environ血 ental is阻e. Since the end of 也e 1970s, the K丘 stang
cornmun血es of 也e Bandar Hilir ar祖 of Malacca have b間溫 progressively affected
by a land recla血 ation project along 也e Hilir foreshore. By 1980, the P祖lya Lane
Kri stang cornmu血可 had aheady be巳nl胡ιlocked， with the result that fis區ngw晶
largely abandoned as 血 occupation. ln 旭血，也e landfill had serious 血.plications 品or
fis區ng at Padri sa Chang (B祖ter， 1988: 14). Led by 也e Kri stang politician Bemard
S祖 Mar妞，也ow decease d, the Kri stangs of the Bandar Hilir 叩血血uniti目 becarr扭
扭扭扭restingl耳 while English is undeniably 也e langua~e_ most widely spoken by
Krist甜瓜 in all 血e

interviews conducted in 1980-1 wi血Kris祖ng speake血但也e age
group 17-35, the m吋 ority claimed to be com血itted to 個且smi甜ng Kris祖晦，

L
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politicised and organized protests (Sta Maria, 1982). Thus , the plight of the
land 自clamation came to the
notice of the wider publìc. A 自rther problem which c祖le to a head at the same time
concemed overcrowding in the avai1able housing in Padri sa Chang. Since 1933 ,
v甜ous sections of the settlement 缸'ea had been taken over by a school operated by
the C缸lossian Convent ,25 and a housing complex for workers of the Malaysian
Government Customs Dep缸恤 ent (ibid.)
Theco吋ugation of 曲目 e problems, and an increased awareness On the part of
po1itici祖s conceming the tourist potential of the ‘ historical' Krist個g commumty
were to have two unexpected consequences. Thus, the Portuguese Sett1ement was
given a 'Portuguese回S句le' building to house resta山扭扭， and where cultu阻1 shows
are staged dai1y. LO This provided an alternative source of employment within the
settlement and fostered a new basis for self awa血ness. The Kristang cultural identity
now has a certain value both within and beyond the commu血你Another result of
this development was an enor血ous influx of outsiders , so that Padrï sa Chang is
now a regular stop for tourist buses. The language of communication between
Kris祖ngs and such outside凹的 normally English
The other unexpected consequence was that the Kri stangs were to receive
研e曲目es from the United Malay National 0I)l祖ization (l昂的0)，也e ruJing party
of the Barisan N闊的nal coa1ition. In Malays阻， political p缸包es work along racial
lines, and Malays have certain privileges, as defined by bumiputera 'sons of 血.e soil'
status, 'enshrined in the New Economic Policy of 1970 (Fe:扭扭曲， 2000: 263). This
po1icy 耳聞自 privileges with respect to b姐姐n耳， education, and the civil service
profession, among others. In 1991 , certain bumiputera rights , in relation to bank
loans and inves加en妞， wer t? _extended 扭曲e Kristangs, a1thou直h full bumiputera
status has not.been granted.L"I τ'he ext凹 sion of this privi1巳.ge w阻 to be conditional
on three co間 factors: Malaysian citizensh中， Cathol自由ligion， and the ability to
speak Kristang. 28 Here was yet another basis for increased selι自gard.
Kri stangs and the environmental implications of the

25 Nuns of the lta1ian.自based Catholic Canossian order of women were ins回血en叫咀
the foundation of schools in the Malaysian peninsula叮祖.d Singapore in 也e 19th and
e前1y 20 th centuri目
26 The venture w晶晶nded by the Portuguese-based Ca10uste G世已由i阻 Foun曲.tion，
throu且h the intervention of 血，e superior of 也e Portugt.IGse Missi凹， comm阻ty lead帥，
local and nationa1 politici血仇 and the Portuguese Emha品V 血Thail阻4
27 A P叩，el of historians was con甜tuted by the s扭扭扭曲c曲 wþe也白血e ， Po加學且由e
community could be accorded Bumiputera status. A decisi中 has not yet been
紅四ounced. However，也e attitude of some pro血 nent UMNO figures has heen most
positive, considering the Kristangs in m個.y ways more Malay than Portu甚閻明
(Fe扭扭曲， 2000: 264)
28 The inclusion of 也e language factor in 也e conditions was the significant initiativç of
com血U血可 elder Patrick de Silva
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5. Alarm bells: Three recent sociolinguistic surveys of Padri sa Challg
Various aspects of recent surveys by l'、lunes (1996) , David & Noor (1999) ,
Sudesh (2000) and Lee (p .c. December 2002; 2004) paint a very worrying picture of
language use by the Kristangs , po咀:tÏ!1g to unmistakable evidence of a strong shift
awây from Kri stang towards English.29
Nunes' (1996)30 study revealed quite alarming results regarding the mothertongue status of Kri stang. Only 56% of respondents içientified Kri stang 晶晶clf
mother-tongue, and only four age-grou抖，showed maj6rity results: <15yrs (54%), 31
31 -40yrs (64%), 41-5日 yrs (60%) and >50yrs (75%). Kristang's mother-tongue s扭扭S
is weakening in inverse proportion to age. Moreover, the fact that the 16-20yrs
(23%) and 21-30yrs (38%) groups show low mother-tongue status for Kristang ,
pom阻 cle缸'Iy to a shift away from K丘S臼ng 阻 a mother tongue
David & Noor's study (1999: 473) , with a much smaller sample, revealed
72.6% of respondents 、rith Kristang as their mother tongue, while 20.9% indicated
由單位 was English. Howev:er, only 46% clai血 ed to be fluent in Kri s祖ng， a 30.2%
claimed average spoken fluency and a fur也er 23.8% stated they had no fluency. In
con仕'ast， 62.9% claimed fluency in English and a furthe :t 29% c1 aimed average
spoken fluency. In comp血 son wl曲也e spoken skills in Kris阻ng and English, only
32% claimed fluency 血 Malay， with a fur也 er 50% claiming ave阻ge spoken fluency.
Added to th間， in both David & Noor (1999: 471) and Sudesh (2000: 145)
respondents predominantly conside間d English to be the most import祖t 1祖gua戳，
whereas Malay also 甜甜d 凶拉lyas 也e se∞ nd most import祖tl祖邵血伊
A血ong 血e domains investigated by David & Noor (1999) 祖d Sudesh (2000),
也e home/family 間社 ethnic group friendships are particularly indicative of 1扭扭且ge
shift. In the home do血ain， both studies found that only the oldest age-group
preferred to use Kristang alone. ln otber age-groups , English 胡d Kristang were
used. Curiously, David & Noor (1999: 474自75) 由:port fo阻d 也 at both the second
oldest group and the youngest group displayed a strong m句 ontyp品fereIice for the
29Nunl臼 (1996) surveyed 225 悶id岫.ts of Padrï sa Char.唔，血 six age-groups: <15 , 16-20,
21-30， 31 -40， 41-.旬，間.d >50;

factors ad曲曲S自旭，cluded age-grou阱， g個吐er， degree ofuse
(with purpose, addressee) , and op扭扭血 ~egarding vitality and unde由組ngs for
ma Ît1tenance. David & Noor (1999) worked with 62 自 spondents (音'om each of 62
households) in five age-groups: 10 凹， 20-29, 30-39, 40-59 and 60-89. Sudesh (2000)
問rv可ed 64 且可。甜甜ts in four age-groups. Lee (2004) 阻叮叮's 85 ho田ehol也血d 、NOrks
wi曲曲包 of 由自e 可P晶 reported language use via questiomiaire; actual 1阻四Jage 田e by
l ordin醉; taper，缸。rded interviews wi曲曲er~司pondent.
翎per目
30 AsNun白， surv可 did not address comp紅'fttive English and'Mal可 use， only 血 results
on Kris祖ng 血oth叫 tongue status are c6risiderèd here
31 This slightly favolirable r，目叫t is poss巾，ly owed" to speakers from 也is age-group being
more fro且也e lower income families 血也e.sa血ple
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use of Kr istang together with English (Kri stang+English): 60% of the 的-59yrs
group and 77.8% ofthe 10-19yrs age group. In the middle r血ge age. groups , the
sectors of each group preferring Kr istang alone in 由is dömain were: 40% of the 4049yrs group , 50% ofthe 30-39yrs group and 35.7% ofthe 20-29yrs group. While the
Z目u1ts presen-但d by Sudesh (2000: 141) are sim目前~ he registers a preference for
English in his youngest three age groups , underlining the shift to English. More
poignant, however, are the findings of Lee (p .c. December 2002; 2004). Her selfreport survey obtained the fo l1owing res 叫個 per age-group regarding the bestlfluent
speake目 7-12yrs (1. 2呦， 13-20yrs (1. 2%) , 21-30yrs (0呦， 31-40yrs (18.8%) , 4150yrs (37.6呦， 5!+yrs (40%) 而甘ansmission of Kristang is clearly under 由reat.
In the 鈕扭曲:hip domain, David & Noor (1999: 475) found an overlap ofreported
use of Kristang and Kristang+Eng1ish for each age group except 血eyoung.聞組d 也e
oldest groups. The oldest group used Kri stang alone, whereas the youngest group used
Kri stang+English and no members of 也e youngest group claimed to use solely
Kristang in friendships. 1111血， a shift is cle祖吐1e older speakers using Kristang alone,
由e middle age-group speake血 using Kri臨時 and Kris阻ng+Engli曲，祖 d the younger
speake:晶田間:g Kristang+English alone. Never由e1ess， it is 詛teres也19 也at in both the
20-29 血d 30-39 age-groups , Kris個ng was used by a larg叮 proportion of respondents
由an Kri stang+English. The results presen阻d by Sudesh (2000: 143) a阻 somewhat
differe瓜， although they 100 in也ca扭 a sh泣， with the two older age-groups preferring
Kris個ng and the two younger ones preferring English. At 也e same 出晦， he 血:po晶
晶at half of the 間:sponden站 ofhis young甜 age-group claimed to use Kris岫g for
圓me-伯世city 世iendship p田}Joses. Té曲時扭扭alysis a step 扣地前時garding peer
groups, Sudesh 血vestigated the school domain 祖d found that males of school-age
preferred Kristang with same-e血ûcity male pee品， where阻 females preferred English
咄由 same-e師c句 femalep扭扭 (Sud帥， 2000: 143 -44)
Both studies found English to be dominant in the domain of business
恤nsactions (D叫d & Noor, 1999: 477; Sudesh , 2000: 139b). According to Sude曲，
English also dominates in 也e prayer domain (ibid.: 144). This-reflects changes in the
use of Kristang in thé religion domain, as discussed in section 4 .2. The work
domain, investigated by Sudesh (ibid.: 139-40), showed that English domina扭 sm
the work domain of those employed outside Padj門 sa Chang. However, as was noted
間lier by Ch祖(1 969) andBaxter (1988), Sudesh too finds 由at Krist叫 is 甜ongm
the work domain within Padri sa Chang
The mosta

overal l. However, Sudesh (ìbid.) notes 也at 由is attitude -is not in evidence in ac恥 al
language use. Ominously, the language is being maintained in the main by the
presence of older Kristang speakers. 'Y(剖， as noted in section 4. 1. 1, according to Lee ,
the older speakers represent the smallest section of the population and f1 uent
speakers are a minority which largely overlaps with the oldest age group
Final1y, intennarriage 、盯th other e廿四ic groups also represen'臼 a danger to the
survival of the language. Amongst the Kri stangs , to judge from David & Noor
(1999: 470) 祖d Lee (p .c. December 2002; 2004), marriage to non-Kri stang speakers
is now significant. David & Noor point out that 詛 62 households surveyed, out of a
total of 120 households, 20% of 血叮ried couples were of mi甜d origins. 32 Moreover,
Lee's recent survey of 85 households found 22 non-Kristang spouses, yielding a
25.9% rate of out-marriage. Ofthese p扭曲m血antly female spouses , Lee found that
only 22.7% can understand and speak Kri stang 叩d 59% can understand but not
speak Kristang. The remaining 27 .3% can neither understand nor speak Kristang.
Most significant1y, Lee noted that 86 .4% of non-Kri stang p 訂閱ts never used
Kristang with their children and 25% of non-Kri stang paren個 use Kri stang “'not
much ofthe 阻ne". This sugges但由此血 arriage out of the Kris個且g commUI挂失y lS a
cause of Kristang language decline within the home, leading to a shift in the mother
tongue of children in this set位ngτ'he ling1血恥甜甜nilation dyn由nic ofthe Kristang
comm血nty in the past see血s no longer significant
Overall, uniess 也e community turns its attitudes 扭扭 actions， it is only a matter
of time befo扭曲e Kri stang-spea祖ng elde凹 disappear and a total sh迫切 English
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6. The current situation -A ray ofhope for language maintenaIice?
With 吐le

extension of eligibility for partial bumiputera righ扭扭曲e Kris臨位，
handed a mechanism which could be 阻ed to their
advantage to facilitate 也e maintenance of 也eir la且guage. However, so 缸" it has not
been associated wi晶晶e question of language ma咀扭E祖ce. This points to a general
lack of awareness of language issues on the p盯t of co血血.unltyω，mmittees， who
perhaps have not seen the maintenance of the language as 間 issue. 33

thecommun句 W品 unexpectedly

扭
τ'he origins of the 22 non-Kris棚g spo凹es 明白li:tdian (10), Ch盯lese (7) , Eurasian
not from Malacca (2) , M:剖 ayl1ndon自ian (1), and Germ祖 (1)
33 Past co血munity committees initially applied 血e lang1iage requirement for limited
bumiputera rights ónly 10田舟'， and PO由19uese Eur田10DS 由róughout Mal可'sia seized
the oppo抽血ty to avail themselves of Kri s個時自恤甘lÎs yielded numero田 officially
間開厚吐zed' 叩開ke間， of Kris臨時 M由 unc1ear compe祖nce tn 血e Ianguage. The ra血.er
high number of K血岫g speakers listed by Grimes (2000: 550-51) , is po阻bly owed-to
these circ田間站nces
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Hopefully, the alarming results of the recent surveys of language üse in Pad，τ sa
Chang (Dav吋 &No肘" 1999; Sudesh, 2000; L間， 2004) will serve to stimulate
further action on the p前t of the K.r istang co血munity leaders. 1t may not be too late
to make 也e official K.r istang id血紅ty language requirement work in favor of the
Kr istang language (see section 8.3 below)

Other evidence of ‘ shrinkage' in the lexicon was noted during ofthe preparation
of Baxter and de Silva (2004). Words were classi日ed as archaîc if they were very
rare，也 at is, used by few (elder1y) speakers 甜的r k:n own passively by such speakers
This cate;gory comprises 204 wor吐s ， or 8.3% , of the data間.base of 2,429 single head
entn臼.36 Not included in B扭扭r and de Silva (2004) are cer個in words remembered
phonologically but not semantically by speakers today.37 Some such words , for
example strabaladu ‘ a ft1 icte d, dis出 ssed' ， nozamintu ‘ mourning' , muchadu ‘ full ,
swollen' , were listed and defined by Rêgo (199日 [1942]).
Since 1942 and since 1973 , some words were lost as their referents became
obsolete. This is the case of 即如ng ‘ glove' ， which is no longerpart of 由e Kristang
rea1i旬，.38 However, most lost words are not in 也is categor于 Tahle 1 shows some
examples. 1n current Kri stan耳， the functions of these words are carried by
semantically related single lexical items or by lexical phrases. The current items 血ay
have been a 1ternative for血 s at the earlier stages. This is true for the words
representing 可o fool about' , and ‘ wife'. However, all items on the left of the 臼ible
have been lost.

7. Some linguistic reflexes of language decline

Tbe sociolinguistic changes mentioned earli吭 the loss of exclusive dom自由，血e
shift tow，缸由 English and the rise of Ma lay as a national language, have important
implications for the Kr istang language as a system. A 1though Kr istang is well
documented (see section 8) , studies have not addressed the linguistic 血:percussions of
language loss. This section presen阻 a preliminary glimpse at some aspec個 of
linguistic change in data from the 1980s34 and 1990s35 , poin旭g to four tendencies
lexical ‘ shrinka戳， since the wordlists of Rêgo (1998[1942]: 155-89) and
Haucock (1 973);
(ii) Malay lexical items in competition wi也Kristang items;
(iii) competing and non-competing fonns from English 阻dMal呵，
(iv) ongoing struc個血 1 convergence with English.

(i)

“甘地 4小 KHhUHUHV

‘

7.1. Evidence of shrinkage' in the Kr istang lexicon

中山川

M叩刷刷叫叫叫叫可
td 悅胎化

The 835 lexical entries in Rêgo (1998[1942]), collected from native speakers
during in Malacca in the 19305 (Baxter, 1998: 34) , provide a use扣 1 window on
change in Kristang over 伽 last 虹的 eight years. A comparison with the Malacca
Crèole Portuguese dictionary by Baxter and de Silva (2004), reveals 血 at 78 items
listed by Rêgo have been lost, and another 13 have changed meaning. So ，咀 this
particul叮 lexica1 set, the ra阻 of loss over s 且可 ye盯 s is 血 the order of9 .3%, whereas
the rate of semantic shift is in the order of 1.5%
Further loss is observable since 1973 , comparing the 971 items listed by
Hancock (1973) with those registered by Baxter and de Silva (2004). Here, 68 words
have been lost and another 15 have changed meaninιyielding a 7% 阻.te ofloss and a
1.5% rate of semantic shift. Clearly a loss of 7% of this lexical' set in 28 years is more
serious than a loss of9 .3% in 58 ye缸's. The language is now receding at a fast，前開te

34τ'hi s da祖 base was compiled for the purposes of syn祖ctic descrip包onof由elan伊age
of Kr istang-dominant speakers. Thus, fieldwork deliberately targeted Kristangs from
fam i1ies where Kristang was observed to be used predomin血旬" or who were .observ1吋
個阻 e Kri stang p扭曲mm阻tly，、n由1u血ecommum旬，
35Da個∞llected during the preparation ofBaxter & de Silva (2004)。

Table 1. Some words lost from the Kristang lexicon since 1942 and 1973.
E包包且鎧且必n

Current且也單單

自niá

brinká dodu
‘ (lit.) play foo l'
jenti kompanyá ‘ Oit.) person accomp血y'
pustemadu
<glutton, glu自由唱，
buniteza
‘beauty'
prësizu
<to nee忌，

compania
emado
fermosura
n自citá

<to fool about'
‘company'
‘ glu吐血

‘beauty'
<to need'

36τbe latter number exc1 udes 574 variants ofhead wor曲曲d a huge number of lexical
phrases listed under the head words. In自ali旬，也eto旭lnumb叮 of ‘ lexical concepts' (i. e
自:presen但d by single lexical items or by lexical p趾自問) appears to lie in 也e vicinity of
4,500, since the English to Kri stang en回es tota14,350.
37 Evidence of words losing their sem祖註且 before 108旭g their phonological form , and
even before losing their grammatical c1ass , was found constantly during the compilation
of the dictiona可 data-base. When 扭曲ssing rare words, or when proposing a new en控y，
a speaker could recall the phonology, and 0直en the gram血 atical class , but not the
me扭扭g. In由e case of 扭扭 words which w巳時 fully 時間H吋. or proposedωmple扭 m也
a meamn耳， such words often displayed radical 吐ivergences 在om 血e mearu且gs of the
entries 血 Rêgo (1998[1942]) or Haucock (1973). 11也且開ningsmo時間cent甘 attributed
to these words probably 缸ise from- the obsolescence of the words (and, speake凹，
∞nscious atte血pts 抽 recollect a meaning) rather 由an from semantic -clíange that
occurred when the word was actually in use 血也eco血血U血句，
38 Gloves were 品rmerly used by brides d阻扭g 加個ditional Kñs個時出dal ceremony.
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且通盟盜斗笠主

kidá
r.ipará

'to care 面or'
‘ to see'

sanggrá

‘阻 bleed'

中oza

tang
úniku

biziá 仕uidadu)

olá
sazsanggz
'w峙，
mule
‘ so (adv.)'
bongbong
isorti
‘unique, alone' justu ungua
onsongsa

可 it.)

to watch over (with 叫e)'
‘to see'
已。it.) to e:血的 lood'
'(lit.) woman'
'(lit.) good good, ve旬，
‘(lit.) this 句pe'
'(lit) just one'
‘(lit.) alone + GEN'

7.2. Non.可Kristang lexical items in Kr istang disco~rse
The influence of non-Kri stang lexicon displays two broad tendenci目。 Firstly， it
may involve the use of non- K.ri stang words in competition , or variation, with
Kri s臨時 wotds. Secondly, it may involve the use of non- Kristang words when 也e自
is no conceptual equivalent in the Kr istang lexicon. These tendencies have been
fundamen阻1 血 shaping 也e Kri stang lexicon over the centuries
、lariation with Malæ耳 while involving a wide range of grammatical classes, is
particul前ly noticeable in a smal1 set of highly frequent adverbs , conjunctions and
prepositio~s. Some of the ooost coooooon of these- are shown in table 239 , which
presents a set of Kristang and Malay items regis扭扭d at 也reepom扭曲位me: inRêgo
(1998[1942]), Hancock (1 973), andB扭扭扭d de Silva (2004)

Table 2. A set of adverbs, conjunctions 阻d prepositions at t趾ee points in 血ne
KRISTANG Rêgo Hanco 巳k Baxter / de MALAY Rêgo Hancock Baxter /
Silva
de Silva
1942 1973
‘ resen t'
1942
1973
‘ resent'
、/

'same'

igual

‘ always'

sempri

‘ on1y'

namas

./

‘ too'

taming

J

‘ 0"

缸

‘but'

m由

‘i f'

kan個

'for'
ma

./

J

sama

J

slalu

J

./

J
./

./

S句a

J

./<

pun

J

./

J

J

J

J

./
J

、/

atu , atau

J

J

J

的'P'

J

./

J
./<

kalu

J

./

pada

"

J

可/

para, par, pa
padi

./

J

J

J

J

ati

J

./

./*

sampe

./

J

J

./

*infrequent and not widely known.
In this 帥le (see Table 2) , it is 扭曲血ed 也at 也 e listed Kris個時(< Portuguese)
words were present in 1942 and in 1973 , although 也ey may not have been re∞，rded
by Rêgo or Hancock. Where the Malay words are concemed, we suggest 由前， m
most cases, the absence of 也e Malay equiva1ent tenn may 丸Nell 血ean that it was not
a notable variant. 40 Thus , it appears 也且也e阻 has been 血 mcrease 血 the Malay
ltems 垣 variation with K.ris祖ng items in this set. On the one han d, local Malay
atu/atau 'or' ，的l]Ji 'but', kalu 可 f' andpαda ‘ for' 甘1at were not registered in 1942 缸e
frequent 詛 current Kris臨時﹒ On the other hand, Kristang 個mzng ‘ too' ，且可 f' ， andati
‘un訟，缸'e infrequent in current Kri stang
3~Jn comparing 血祖 from different periods, it is evident 也at extensive comparisons
.dBnot be made be阻 JSe sample sizes are different and the nature of the infonn曲的 isnot

fully clear. Some of Rêgo's young infonnants of the 1930s later became some of my
oldest ‘ conservati間，扭fonn曲的 of the 1980s. on their te甜mony， 1 know 血at Rêgo's
infonnants we間 from fishing families 血也，e Praya Lane community and included some
quite elderly speak:ers. For the 1973 material, Hancock (p.c. , 1985) worked a1so with a
range of 扭曲 rmants， a1though much ofhis da祖 C 位加世'om younger infonnants.

叫The absen臼 ofa word in R甸的呻如何luld indicate 也at the ite血血啪啪on '\抽

not a notable variant, or not a varia且t at all, s坦問 Rêgo had direct contact 、現由
and Mal可 for a number of ye帥，血d in his 1942 s阻dy he
gives considerable attention to Malay items. In Hancock's case, sinée he had
consid叮able CODl阻ct directly 血d 血direc吐-y with younger speak:，帥，也îs same assu且p世on
seems valid

血也er

speake:阻 ofbo由Kris恤g
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7.3. The propor值。 ns of non-Kristang elements: English and Malay

可

terms were supplied either exclusively or they were the first item supplied and
fo l1owed by the traditional Kr istang item. Table 4 is based on the res~îts of that
exercise and pres曲ts ltems 由at infonna臨c1aimed as Kris粗略問uivalents of the
five English kinship tenns at 由e far left τne variation displayed by the five ‘ older'
speakers is resolved categorically through English items by the two younger
speakers

Table 3. A sarnple offour female speakers showing 'compet回耳，血d
competing' words from English and Malay.

口
2

rtrtrtnuVFata-

、

%%%妨，均%

3337Il;5
29
088654
21311
))))}
47 (46%)
38 (37%)
:rt

Speaker
Age
English non-competing
Eng1ish-competing
English total
Malay non-competing
Malay-competing
M a1ay total
Total non-Kri stang

88532F

UHK 卡拉拉的圳市沿 mwbMnH
恥
h的
h仙
h似即間如L
何rj
訂戶川
LW
圳仙間關問芷

Data from fluent speakers in 也e 1980s provide a further perspective on the
linguistic repercussions of the generational shift discussed in section 5. Thus ,
competing and non-competing fonns 世omMala'耳阻d especially from Engli曲， were
古ound widely distributed across fluent speakers in interviews 血 the early 1980s
Logically, the occurrence of non-Kristang items would be conditioned by a r;血且e of
linguistic and non-linguistic facto凹， the study of which lies beyond the scope of this
paper. Nevertheless , a glance at English and Malay items used by individual
speakers recorded in 1981 reveals certain linguist時間flexes of the shift to English
Table 3 presents 由e total numbers of first occurrences of switched non-Kristang
lexical items41 (English-total 血ld Malay-total) in interviews with four fluent female
speakers in 198 1.42 The table inc1 udes both non-Krist祖耳 items 由at compete with
Kristang items and 吐lOse that do no t. 43

的 (83%)

6 (6%)
11 (1 1%)
17(17%)
102

23
32 (51%)
19 (30%)
51 (81%)
5 (8%)
7 (11%)
12 (19%)
63

I 'able 4. Results of a transIation-elicitation 臨時cise forkinship terms

Infonnant

bcg<e
grandfather

‘ non

grandmother

19
25 (34%)
28 (38%)
53 (71%)
7 (10%)

uncle

67

65

63

38

x

x

x

x

abo
machu

grempa
pagren

x

abo femi

x

20 (28%)
73

aunt

grema
magren

x

tiu

x

tia

x

x

x

x

鞋

41 羽田 counting exc1udes switched

brother-in-law kunyadu

l

) i
沁

00

叫一w 一一~~-戶… z_.... 阿拉姆嗚呼強'^"""""-了勞個樹影藝執哲學

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

convergence yet 扭扭in Kristang morphe血es
The first instance involves the genitive sa. This partic1 e is traditionally
obligatory wi也 pron田ninal possessives in the sequenceι'possessor + poss t":;ssed' , for
exampleyo 扭扭扭 I#GEN#house ‘myho田正 However， some middle age-group
血d， ma血1y， younger age-group speakers, variably omit 也e genitive p缸tic1e with

29

28

、.'.

x

In the 1980s recordings , the shift towards English is also 自f1ected 旭 linguistic
s仕uctureτ\vo such ins祖nces warrant ment立Oll. They involve functional 阻d syntac位c

43 Co帥的.ng items are 伽se which have 祖 equiva1叫 m 由 e Kris阻ng lexicon.
44 四is too was a pilot exercise con~u叫 during fieldwork in 1980.

di:聽@

x

18

7 .4. Evidence of structural borro'前ng

也ef叮叮血齡組ces ofp叮位叫 lar switched 加ms.

旦控型盟型企withwhom 也es 自由帥。f ∞mm肌叫阻 W田Kri臨陣

x

bradinlo

islands (inte白開色ential switchi且訪問d inc1 udes only

Repetitions we.肥 not counted
'his was a pilot exercise conduc阻d during fi e1dwork in
1. 5 hours duration, followed a Labovian 自由mat and we-間 conducted in K.ris恤呂西e
infonnants who were well-known to the 扭曲archer (at that 出le resident in the

x

19

x

x

enti

A tendency for Engli施加 ms 旬 pr即前 1 over Malay items is c1ear. Where
品∞mpeting words are c 叩 ceme d， En斟ish dominates. Where non-competing w叮 ds
間
are concerned, again English domina把 s. That certain competing English items were
間
more 加niliar 肘肝間 unique among younger speakers w品 confirmed in a
射
translation-el闖關m 時間血 44 Wh叩 elicit時 certain kin如p terms , Engl泊

22

x

angkl

的 (18%)

30
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singular possessors and with the possessed kin terms ma i/ma ‘ mo也 er'
innovation yo pai 1#鼠也er ‘ my father' is found in
variation wi血 the tradîtional form yo sa pai I#GEN#father ‘ my f.ther'. The
innovation seems owed to Eng1ish structure , rather than to an a1temative Malay
struc扭扭 wlùch has the order possessed句 ossessor， for example bapα k saya father但
‘my father'. Local vemacular Malay is also i訂elevant in this case
It seems rea50nable to a耐ibute 由is innovation more 扭曲e influence of English
than to that of Malay. The absence of the Kristang genitive particle may be
interpreted as evidence of convergence with the grammar of Engli曲， which
dis aJlows pronominal genitives and which encodes possession, person and number
in a sîngle de扭rmmer
The second instance of convergence with English concems the preverbal
partic1 e ja. The distribution of ja in da祖叩剖yzed by Baxter (1988) .nd Thurgood &
Thurgood (1996) identifi目前的 a perfective aspect marker. However, each of these
authors detect divergences in the use ofja by younger speak:ers , suggesting thatja is
function aIly influenced by English. Thus , Baxter (1988: 120) noted th.tja in p.st
contexts involving active verbs, and its ready use in translations of English past
tense, suggested 出國 the particle was a p晶 t marker for some speaker5. Subsequent1y,
Thurgood & Thurgood (1996: 54c57) confirm th.t for some j，αhas clear English
present perfect functio悶， marking (i) events 也at be:且.n 旭 the past and continued
into and flllished in the present, 仙俏
(i1句) 伽
the
江油
ep扭
rese
目閒酬:n
揖t 血吋>k肌間耽晦
祖
a
nC
阻
e ofe'
肝
:ve
阻
岫
n
1述t臼
瑚g 由
th.
揖
t 。∞
cc
叩
盯
u
rred 血
t吐hep
也 伊.s
針t， (iii) a change of state that is relevant to the time of speak: ing

first

pe凹 on

andpailpa ‘五ather'. Th間，也e

7.5. Linguistic repercussions of language decline: Conclusions
Domain .10ss and the growth of functions not representedr by the Kri stang
lexicon enhanced code-switching within Kristang matrix language discourse of
f1 uent speake目 in the 1980s, facilitating long term bo口'owing. At a structurallevel,
increased English use by Kristangs also yields bo叮owing of sub-components of
lexical structure. Curiou.sly, the morphosyntactic borrowings considered above
substitute English lexical structu間 for Kr istang surface morphemes rather than
adopting new sys個mmo叩Ihe晶晶 (which would overtly be • s扭ptow.缸'ds a tu血 over
of 也e m.個x language). This is reminiscent of Pennsylvania Dutch σuller， 1996),
which 間tams 也e outward appe缸 ance of Dutch, because of cultural implications ,
whi1 e converging on Eng1ish lexica1ization p甜erns. If Kr istang displayed such
自 sistance in the 19805, does it do so now? A current assessment of the extent of
y闊的個nce' 個 a turnover of the matrix language would be an import血.t indicator of
y扭扭扭曲aI品r success of 胡~1阻伊 age preservatlO n progr個1.
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8.Prospec臼 for maintenance and strengthening

8.1. The state of documentation of the language

Kristang has a considerable body of linguistic docum白ltation 的 The gramm.τ
has been mnously descnhd by Rago(1998[1942]), Hancock (1969, 1973, 1975),
Baxter(1983 , 1988, 1990, 19941996), Nmes(1994), and Thuzgood&Th叮good
(1996). 百1e lexicon has been documented by Rego(1998[1942]), Hancock (1973),
Marbeck (1 995) 阻止 recently， in the form of a dictiona旬.， by Baxter & de Silva
(2004). Al so , substantial lexicons have been compiled by senior me血bers of Padri
sa Chang, Joe Boseo Lazaroq pattck de Silva and Aloys111S Sta bfarla Rego
(1998 [1 942]) records tr.dition.l verse, and Marbeck (1 994, 1995) covers. 血nge of
cultural and historical tOpiC8
8.2. The choice of 3n orthography
Mostmater祖ls written in Kris個ng have used a confusing spellings, inconsistent
md1eIr phonologzcal representatmRelther Fortuglese-based or a mlxture of
PO即.guese， English and Malay eleme臨(B扭扭r， 1988). This I.ck of unifonni旬" and
the f.ct 也at most Kris扭扭甚 speakers did not have access to 也自e materiaJs. 血聞且也.t
such effor臼 have been of little consequenl臼 to the ∞mm 血i取 Thus， for exam阱，
Rêgo (1998[1942]), in • Portuguese-based spelIing , contains an imme間ely v.luable
Kristang lexicon, a cata10gue of traditional Kristang ve目e，叩d li個rgicaJ te:現5， yet 1S
V1前已ally unknown to the com血unity. Ye t, even if it had access to this work‘也e
commu血 ty would have considerable difficulty reading it because of the spelling
An o hogr.phy b.se~ on M.l.y, .n ide. proposed by H.ncock (1973: 25) , h.s
considerable appeal. It is “ a system with which most speakers (...)缸'e already
famili缸" and may easily be used since the phonological systems of the two
languages are, broadly speaking , identical" (ibid.). With a minimum of effort.
Krist祖19S could read and wri扭 their 岫gu.詐 vi巾ally ovemight. This could
contribute sîgnificant1y to language maintenance, if materials were readily available
in Kristang and îf speak~rs were 血otivated to read 也em. Moreoveζ 也is orthography
would be accessible to those English-do血inant Kr istangs who have minimal
knowledge of Kristang

x;

8.3. Strengthening and maintenance
A revi個.lizatio扭曲dm.叫扭扭曲 progr這血的長由 ible. The langu.ge still has a
reasonable number of speakers and is there is a血，ple linguistic docu血entation to.
serve such a program. Kristang self-regard is changin耳，垣 part because 也e larger
45 Kris個ng is wel1 documented in the 20'由C. However, so far, only two docÚtnents 血
Malacca Creole Portuguese have been located from an earlier period, from 由e 19也C
(B阻肘" 1996: 308)
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commur泣ty nOW values their culture, and the core Kri st祖
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∞
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abandonment of an ancestral language Furthermore , lepslation now grants ue
1anguaεe a spec叫 sta恤， a prest喀e which it has not had p間viously. Most importa剖，
as Sudesh (2000: 145) h血 noted， K且S阻ngs in the Padri sa Chang community Vlew

th凹rzrzt42;1JZTJ;其立 ?lmuniwmmt 帥nnine whe伽 it

has
the motwat1on to preserve and mamtam the lanEuage In the llteraturhthis has
variously been refe叮 ed to as “ prior c1arification" (Daue帥auer & Dauenhauer, 1998
呵
n泡gp
伊oi加
叫tm
n
叭叫
1叫the Kri:缸包
ris巴叩叫
n
62-的 or "g<曲1 setting" 個n恤 , 2001b: 53). Thus , a 蝴t缸m
c∞omrr
恤1u閒
m甘 wo
叫叫
uld be 伽 mere recognition of 伽叫祖germ咽 problem -(via a
survey 。而ea帥師 of the commun削owards a 1阻guage revitalization program
H1Eton-200lbe5433)and the creation of a community based lanpIaEe
revitalization and planning body (Lee, p.c. July 2001).
H IS Important that a reVItalizatlon prograzzlbe firmly md1e hands of the
community, to obviate what Dau叩hauer & Dauenhauer (1998: 的-71) refer to as
“avoidan間，時'ategi聞" whe的y 間恥nsibility for the problem is handed to
outslders HIntonu(200lb:32)suggests that a comm1ttee wlll be efTbdive1Z
accompanied by community pa計 icipation. Ideally, this body should involve
indivi岫.1s competent in Krist叫 Furthermore， it should involve community
members who have already worked on the language in some capacr旬" as wel1 as
those who have expertise in community tra也tions (cf. Hinton , 2001a: 17; 2001 b. 51EP H should also have a w1de representatwe base of comInurntymember3, fTom
d蜘ent age gm恥 who are 叫Iportive of 伽 la呻lage. TI叫roup 伽uld inc1ude
communitv members who have skills useful to 1胡伊.age revitalization, such as, for
exam阱， comp叫祖dpe由.gogical skills. Fin呦，也eæ巾lization and pl叫ng
body should have access to outs1de assoc1ateaconsultants whohave conducted
research on the_language and the community
Aga咽， EOIlowmg the framework ofHInton(200la l7) , such a body must to be
sus阻m曲lnmth new members constantly Involved, so as not tolosempeazs It
would ne…。 be very pe且胸I叭0 0'珊rcome 阻y negatlve a祖祖d目 on the part of
也e widet cornmUn1旬" and in由ed of 吐le Kris臨時 com血unity itself. An d it 、相iUld
needtobeselhnuci1， constantlyas自由 ing 也e effectiveness of its work.
Such a committee could forrnulate and împlement la咿咿 planning and
rnaintenance programs , and 呵祖師也e training of community members as

zz:2:;22Jzr:23:ztzJ;;zzzu;itzvZZ也;
umbrella of Ma1aysian Governmen
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this has happened mainly wi也 Tam姐姐d Mandarin, al也ou阱，自 cent1耳 efforts have
been made to inc1 ude Iban into the school curriculum in S前awak (ib泊). The fact
that N阻臼 (1996) found that 77% of his respondents were in favour of Kri stang
being taught suggests 也at an education program would be wel1 received
As K.ristang is well documented, it would be feasible to produce didactic
materials, and to produce a range of b i1ingual community information materials,46
including bilingual inform酷的n on the exis虹口19 monolingt且1 community 明 'eh-si把P
A final and fundamental Îssue is the financing of such a project in order to render
也e revitalization and maintenance materials and activ的 es genuinely accessible 扭
曲e target ∞mmunity. On the one hand, it may not be di宜icult to gain the supþort of
Portuguese-based international cultural foundations , which in the p晶t have been
suppo抽ve of Kristang community pr.句ects. 48 On the 0血er hand, the 句!pe of project
outlined above should be viable with the support of the wider PO吋uguese EurasÎan
communi旬" which now recognizes the importance of the core Kr扭扭ng-speaking
comrn.unity in Malacca

9. Conclusion
Kristang, endangered for severa1 decades, has reached a significant cross-roads
Its speech community is sh的ing strongly towards English , which is now used in
rnost age-gróups, and is also strong 姐也efi扭曲lyand 丘iendship domains. Fluent
speakers of Kristang 缸'e mostly over 40 yea凹 of age, and elderly Kri stang 血öther
tongue speakers are few. Transmission to younger gener瓷缸 ons IS 田verely weakened
Domain loss and other contact induced change is evident 血 lexical shrinkage, lexical
replacement, code-switching and grammatical ∞nvergence
However, the Kristang communi句時間latively oblivious of the im血 inent
danger to its language. While the comm 血jty views its language positive1耳也js- is
negated by a且 over-ra1axed atti扭曲的'wards protecting 也 e language. The fu阻re of
Kri s個ng is anything but rosy.
The viability of language 血剖nten阻ce hinges on the communi大y's ability to
recognize the in叩開ding danger 血d to es個~blish a language revitalization program
Indee d, there are several factors on which a revitalization progra血 could capi阻lize

46 However, Nunes (1996) found 曲目 only 22% ofhis responde臨 felt 血at a community
new捌 er in Kri stang might aid- la嘲age preservation. This m可 reflect early
wellintentioned 甜:empts at such a community newslet記r 血 at ended up being produced
predominant1y 血 English

47 <<h句/Iwww.geoci丘es.com!TheTropics/P咽dise/9221 1>>
48 While such bodies as the IPOR (Instituto Português do Orien叫 have been 血甜
甜.pportive of the teaching of Stan曲rd Portuguese 血 Malaysia， they have not yet voiced
阻 op血。non 也e issue of Kri starig
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Kristang is still used in the work domain within the speech communi吟，阻 d in
famil耳 friendship 叩 d
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neighbourhood domains , mainly by the lower

socioeconomic sector.
The community still has elders who speak Kristang 且 amo也.er tongue.
The community has members actively interested in Kri st阻 g language issu由
The community has an exp臼ienced internal government bOdy that could
establish a language 自vitalization comm帥:ee
The community can draw on the expertise of researchers who have studied the
Kristang language and the commu血你
Kr istang has recently gained 0賈比i a1 status as a characteristic of ethnic group
identi旬，

The teaching of ethnic languages in schools is enshrined in a Malaysian
Government Education Act
Support could be sought from the wider Portuguese Eurasian community in
Ma1aysia, and from internatio na1叫ltural found曲 ons
With 80 many facto間 favourable 旬 a revitalization program, Kristang might
still be saved for future genera討 ons
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Appendix: Abbreviations

H

位自t

person singular

自jrdpe凹onpl肘a1

也ird person

singular
accusative relator
err曲曲的

fu扭扭立祖rker

genitive relator
locative relator
negation
perfective aspect marker
source relator
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